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Introduction

Welcome to Thousand Thrones, a complete campaign for Warhammer 
Fantasy Roleplay. This massive sourcebook contains nine connected 

adventures that take characters from the canals of Marienburg, to the 
mist-enshrouded horrors of Sylvania, to the frozen wastelands of Kislev. 
Thousand Thrones allows players to see the Old World like never before, 
travelling its forlorn roads, through old battlefields and past crumbling 
monuments. Should they have the mettle to survive the countless obstacles 

and dangers, they will perform a great service, not only for the Empire, 
but for the whole of the Old World. It is a thankless task, this grand 
campaign, for none shall know of their brave deeds, but those who stave 
off the corruptions of Chaos and thwart the plots of the Vampires to finally 
save the Empire from horrors unimaginable, will know what they have 
achieved—that because of their efforts, the darkness will not, at least for 
now, eclipse the Old World. 

— History —
Like so many tales that tell of the evils gnawing at the fabric of 

civilisation, this story begins with Chaos. Centuries ago, a bold 
warlord named Asavar Kul acquired the Crown of Domination and bent 
the disparate hosts of the Chaos Wastes to his dark will. Vowing to crush 
the soft lands of Sigmar, to throw down the false Gods of Mankind and 
destroy those mortals who denied the might of the Ruinous Powers, he led 
his unruly host south. His hordes swept across the lands in what has been 
remembered as the Great War against Chaos.

Kul and his armies poured out of the dreaded Shadowlands, spreading like 
an inky stain across the frozen oblasts of Kislev. The brave Winged Lancers 
and Kossars stood little chance of slowing the horrors that marched in his 
ranks on the open field of battle. A series of crippling defeats forced the 
Kislevites to retreat behind the walls of their fortified cities, to make their 
final stand against Chaos. As the dark horde spilled around them, making 
the cities islands in a sea of death, the defenders looked south, searching for 
any sign of the brilliant knights of the Empire. None came, for the Empire 
was fractured, riven by treachery and corruption, as Elector Counts fought 
each other instead of facing the true enemy that threatened all.

History has recorded the results of the Empire’s failure to respond, speaking 
darkly of once-proud Praag’s descent into corruption. The Mutants and 
Chaos Spawn breached the gates and indulged in an orgy of violence. The 
winds of Chaos blew through the streets. The lucky few died. Many more 
screamed in horror as grotesque transformations changed their bodies, 
while others were swallowed by the groaning city, their flesh fusing with 
the cobbled streets and the wavering walls, until Praag became a writhing 
hell of madness and corruption.

All succumbed to the power of Chaos, but a few rose above the gibbering 
herd of victims to claim their place as masters of the ruined city. One such 
was a wise woman of considerable talent. When exposed to the changing 
force, her body manifested the telltale gifts of the Dark Gods, but rather 
than becoming an unthinking Spawn, her mind assumed a sinister 
character. Her loyalty to Kislev and the spirits of the land fell from her 
like ashes, and she became one of the new custodians of fallen Praag. Her 

subjects called her the Black Witch, and she ruled them with cruel and 
potent sorcery. 

Thankfully, her time as a champion of Chaos was brief, for a hero arose in 
the Empire, Magnus the Pious, who united the fractious factions under 
a single banner. Gone were the religious schisms, the politicking. The 
Empire was forged anew, empowered by a true champion of Sigmar. The 
armies of the Empire raced to reach beleaguered Kislev, crashing into 
Asavar Kul’s wicked host as they celebrated their victory. After a series of 
brutal engagements before the walls of Kislev, the Chaos Incursion at last 
collapsed, and the warriors, beasts, and nightmares broke and fled back 
whence they came.

To Praag marched Magnus and his armies. The combined might of the 
Humans and the Dwarfs cast down the warped walls and butchered 
the accursed inhabitants, sparing no man, woman, or child. When the 
slaughter was complete, they cleansed the land, burning the remains to 
ashes.

Magnus and his allies were thorough, but so great was the corruption 
that even their best efforts could not fully cleanse the horror. Mutants, 
Spawn, and Daemons slipped through the cruel swords and purifying 
fires, fleeing into the wilds. Among them was the Black Witch, her body 
broken and her life draining away with each shuffling step. For miles 
she dragged herself toward the Troll Country, retreating at last to the 
Crags of Shargun, a low range of mountains in the far west of Kislev. She 
collapsed, dying, into a pool of brackish water, spitting curses at Magnus, 
the Empire, and above all Sigmar. When death finally came, Morr 
refused her soul, and consigned her to dwell as a drifting shade, trapped 
between life and death until she could finally set aside her hate and will 
herself out of existence.

The Black Witch has dwelt in the Crags of Shargun for more than 
200 years.  Every ten years she demands a sacrifice from the village of 
Zhidovsk, and a new maiden joins her in her watery grotto, to give flesh 
to her vile spirit. Should the village refuse, the Black Witch dispatches 
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It is the middle period of the Emperor Karl-Franz’s reign. The Empire teeters on the brink of collapse. The horrors 
of the recent Chaos Incursion, dubbed the Storm of Chaos, have left the lands of Sigmar reeling. The north is in 
ruin, cities smoking, corpses left unburied, and Beastmen, Mutants, and the remnants of Archaon’s army lurk in 
the shadows of these once great lands. Refugees inundate the western cities seeking food and protection, and the 
rippling effect of the great war can be felt at all levels of Empire society. Even the Cult of Sigmar is suffering great 
upheavals. In the early stages of the Incursion, the Grand Theogonist Volkmar led a force into the Chaos Wastes 
to defeat Archaon Everchosen before he could mount an offensive. Fearing the worst when he failed to return, the 
Cult scrambled to place another in Volkmar’s post and unite the peoples of the Empire beneath the banner of their 
faith. But then, in the midst of the fighting, Volkmar returned, apparently resurrected. Once the forces of Chaos 
were thrown back from the walls of Middenheim, the returned Volkmar laid claim to his title once more. The Cult of 
Sigmar is thus unstable, and new religious cults are formed almost daily. There’s a very palpable sense across the land 
that if the Empire recovers from this turmoil it will be a very different place.
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Black Ice, a horrid beast manifested from her own hate, to worry and 
harass the villagers. And so the years have passed by, and the Black Witch 
has plotted, casting her senses out over the Empire, searching for a sign, 
a clue, a hope that her vengeance against those who slew her can be 
wrought.

And then a sign came. In distant Marienburg, a child was born - a Mutant 
blessed with incredible persuasive powers. If the Black Witch could bend 
him to her will, she could possess his being and lead a new army to crush 
her hated enemies. Of course, she was still bound by the wreckage of 
her old flesh and could not leave her cave. But such constraints made no 
difference, for in the years that she has waited she learned of a profane 
ritual that would free her from her corpse to walk once more in the light of 
the sun. To achieve this mighty feat, she must kill and drain the blood from 
one each of the five Vampire bloodlines. If she can do this whilst possessing 
the boy, she will become as a God, empowered by the blood of Vampires 
and the unwholesome power of Chaos.

But how to bring the boy to her? She cannot go to him, and she has no 
agents to employ. Instead, she visits the youth in his dreams, implanting 
false memories of her as his mother. Since the Child is an orphan, he has 
come to believe the dreams, and wants nothing more than to be with her.

To lure the Vampires to her, the Black Witch uses an ancient prophecy to 
manipulate them into believing the boy is the Champion of Night, the 
foretold leader who will bring to pass the time of the Thousand Thrones, 
when the Vampires will rule the world, dividing it amongst themselves 
into a thousand blood-soaked kingdoms.  Unfortunately for her, the Black 
Witch didn’t anticipate that the Vampires she contacted would have their 
own interpretations of the prophecy. 

tHE VAmpirE propHEciEs
Each Vampire bloodline has a different interpretation of the prophecies, 
but all are devoted to lifting the curse of the Old Gods (see Chapter VII) 
and bringing about the Age of a Thousand Thrones. The Thousand Thrones 
were first spoken of by W’soran during the fall of Lahmia, but little more is 
known of them by mortals. Based upon the Zandri Scrolls and the captured 
memoirs of Vampires throughout history, it has been surmised that the Age 
of a Thousand Thrones will be brought about by a tremendously powerful 
spell, or profane miracle, that will bring great changes to the natural order 
of the world. Vampires will no longer need to hide from the sun, or even 
drink blood from mortals for survival. Mortals will worship their undying 
overlords as Gods. However, only one thousand Vampires will survive to 
see this empire of darkness, and he who lifts the curse of the Old Gods will 
rule them all. What follows is a short summary of each bloodline’s theory 
about the prophecy.

Von cArstEins
According to this bloodline, Vashanesh (i.e. Vladimir von Carstein) was the 
Scion of Nagash who escaped the curse of the Old Gods (see Chapter VII). 
When the Sun God Ptra no longer rules the sky, the bearer of Vashanesh’s 
ring will become the overlord of a Thousand Thrones. Lydia von Carstein 
has discovered an alternate reading of the prophecy involving the Old 
Gods of northern belief and soul-bonding rituals from ancient Lahmia (see 
Chapter VII).

LAHmiAns
The Lahmians believe Karl is an avatar of Sigmar harbouring memories 
and knowledge gleaned from Nagash when Sigmar donned the Crown of 
Sorcery (see Chapter VII). By learning Nagash’s true Elixir of Life formula 
and the power words employed by the Necromancer to command the 
vampires, Lahmians seek to dominate the Age of the Thousand Thrones. 
Their mistress Neferata has commanded her daughters to recover the boy 
and bring him to the Silver Pinnacle, her legendary tower high in the 
Worlds Edge Mountains. The Vampire Queen intends to beguile Karl with 
a potent ritual, learn his secrets, and gain the power that will allow her to 
enslave all Vampires, as the true Champion of the Night.

BLood drAgons
Because the first Blood Dragon Abhorash never knew Nagash, most 
Vampires of this bloodline do not concern themselves with the 
Thousand Thrones prophecies. Blood Dragons are unlikely to have 
been implicated in the prophecies, so they dismiss such talk as the 
foolish dreams of weaklings who desire a return to former glories 
without paying the requisite price in battle. Many Blood Dragons 
are so focused on battle-readiness that they have never heard of the 
prophecies at all. Occasionally however, they do become implicated 
in the schemes of other bloodlines (see Chapter II: An Unquiet 
Peace).

nEcrArcHs
The spawn of W’soran are extremely well-educated about the Vampire 
Prophecies, having access to volumes of research conducted over the 
ages by Nagash’s most loyal disciple. Their partial exemption from the 
Blood Curse makes Necrarchs rather arrogant, each one believing he is 
destined to be the Master of a Thousand Thrones. Necrarchs look to 
numerology, astrology, and genealogy for clues about how to lift the Blood 
Curse. Lord de Trois, who resides in a tower near Wolfenburg, has drawn 
connections between the three returns of Nagash and his own three stages 
of transformation (see Chapter VI: Heralds of a New Dawn).

strigoi
The Strigoi Vampires believe Karl is truly Sigmar Reborn, but Sigmar 
received the Blood Kiss during his great battle against Nagash’s army. The 
kiss purportedly was delivered by a Strigoi vampire who had rallied under 
Nagash’s banner when Strigos fell. This connection to the once glorious 
Kingdom of Strigos implies Karl must be the Champion of Night and 
predestined ruler of the new Vampire kingdom. However, the Strigoi also 
believe the bloodlines have become diluted and only by receiving the Blood 
Kiss from each of the five major bloodlines can Karl truly awaken his 
birthright and lift the curse of the Old Gods.

tHE Boy
The boy, the object of the Black Witch’s desire and of the Vampire 
Prophecies, is nothing more than a Mutant, a child born with the 
extraordinary ability to manipulate the emotions of those around him, 
instilling in them a desperate need to please and protect him. The boy does 
this unconsciously, unaware he’s responsible for the changes taking place in 
those around him.

The boy’s origin is something of a puzzle. The decrepit Doodkanaal 
of Marienburg spawned a cult of Mutants and men who worshipped 
Stromfels, a dark aspect of Manann, the God of the Seas. Fearing discovery 
in the city, the cultists withdrew to meet in a hidden temple in the Cursed 
Swamp outside Marienburg. There they drank the water from a spring 
sacred to Stromfels. The water of the spring brought visions and caused 
mutations. 

It was the cult’s desire to remake Marienburg and the Wastelands into a 
nation that served this violent God, turning it into the greatest maritime 
nation in the Old World. Ruling Marienburg would give them control over 
the Empire’s key access to the sea, and the cult would have Altdorf at their 
mercy. Although there were powerful men among them, from shipping and 
merchant families, as well as pirates, they had discovered no way to make 
their dream a reality, until seven years ago.

One day, a boy child was born to the mistress of one of the cult 
members. It was immediately apparent the Child had great powers and 
was destined for great things. The cultists realized this was the answer to 
their prayers. With his inhuman charisma, the boy would bring anyone 
who met him to their cause. He would be their prince, and some day 
their king.
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They planned a ritual. He would be taken to the temple in the swamp, dunked 
in the holy spring, and baptised in the name of Stromfels. But a company of 
witch hunters followed one of the cultists to the temple and raided it before 
the ceremony was completed, slaughtering most of the cultists and scattering 
the rest. The witch hunters found the Child and fell under his power. They 
believed the babe was to have been sacrificed to a Sea Daemon and they 
thanked the Gods that they arrived in time to save him. The witch hunters 
returned to the city and gave the Child to a Shallyan orphanage, wiping away 
tears of regret and sorrow that they must leave him behind.

The child grew at the orphanage, ignorant of his parentage and of his 
powers. The sisters, however, were not long in discovering them. They 
doted on him as they had doted on no other in their care. They fought over 
him.

The abbess, though she could not help but love the boy while in his 
presence, recognised this as an unholy power, and ordered the sisters to 
turn him over to the witch hunters. But in this, she was disobeyed. A 
conspiracy of sisters who loved the boy too much to send him to his death 
hid him away in a private room where they raised him in isolation.

And so he grew alone for seven years, but sisters will whisper, and so it 
was that Ruprecht, an outcast sorcerer from the Empire, came to hear of 
the Child and his amazing power to command mortals. Having heard 
of the boy and the Stromfels Cult during his time in the city before the 
recent Chaos incursion, he believed the boy could ascend the throne of 
the Empire, replacing Karl-Franz and placing the hated land firmly in the 
hands of Chaos. Ruprecht, however, enjoyed far too many gifts from his 
master Nurgle, and could no longer walk the lands of men. If he revealed 
his features, he would surely be hunted down and slain. Thus he hid in the 
Troll Country, relying on his minions to retrieve the lad. Ruprecht ordered 
his servants to snatch the boy, brand him with the mark of the twin-tailed 
comet, and bring him to his tower on the edges of Kislev. The branding 
was vital, for Ruprecht believed it would give the boy legitimacy when 
staking his claim for the Empire’s throne.

So it was that Ruprecht’s soulless servants crossed the breadth of the 
Empireto Marienburg and  infiltrated the orphanage. They plucked the 

boy from his secret room and under the light of Mórrslieb scorched his 
flesh with the symbol of the twin-tailed comet. But as they made ready 
to transport the boy, the lad slipped away and fled through the streets of 
the city. Ruprecht’s servants pursued and cornered him in a smithy. The 
boy grabbed the thing closest to him—a huge maul—and with hysterical 
strength, he lashed out at his would-be captors.

The fight spilled out into the street. The people were struck by the sight of 
an angelic looking young boy bearing the mark of the Twin Tailed Comet 
on his naked chest, wielding a hammer against obvious evildoers. Under 
the influence of his charisma, the crowd, desperate to protect the boy, tore 
Ruprecht’s servants to pieces. After the battle the people escorted the Child 
to Helmut, a priest of Sigmar. He too fell under the Child’s spell, and a 
new cult was born: the Crusade of the Child.

It didn’t take long before the boy drew to him a host of people, mostly exiles 
and expatriates from the Empire, cast out from their homes to live in the slums 
of Marienburg. To them, the boy represented a chance to reclaim their place in 
the Empire.  The cult swelled, and the authorities began to take notice.  Esmer, 
the exiled former Grand Theogonist, learned of the stories surrounding a boy 
whom many believed was Sigmar reborn, and saw an opportunity. Esmer’s 
loyal advisor Tobias whispered in his master’s ear that, with subtle guidance, 
this powerful movement could be convinced to enter the Empire and discredit 
or weaken Volkmar’s position as Grand Theogonist. Esmer, who chafed at his 
own exile, blessed the crowd and sent them forth to Altdorf.

What Esmer didn’t know was that Tobias was in fact a loyal agent of 
Ruprecht. Tobias had contacted his true master and told him of the boy’s 
newfound fame, and his desire to travel to Kislev to be reunited with his 
mother.  Initially intending to order the Child  snatched immediately, 
Ruprecht  reconsidered when his divinations revealed that the boy was 
being drawn toward Kislev by some supernatural agency. The Chaos 
Sorcerer was content to let the boy come to him on his own, and instructed 
Tobias to ingratiate himself with the boy and support him in his efforts to 
reach Kislev. Tobias has agreed to stay close to the boy, and once the mob 
crosses into Kislev, he intends to spirit him away to his master.

And so Thousand Thrones begins.
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Thousand Thrones is no ordinary adventure: It is a campaign, a series 
of interlocked scenarios that take place over the span of months 

of game time and as much as a year of actual time. Unlike a typical 
adventure, the events that take place in one chapter can and often do 
affect and shape those of the following chapter. Featuring a huge cast 
of characters, a dizzying array of locations, deadly fights, disturbing 
mysteries, and thrilling chases, Thousand Thrones has all the ingredients 
you need to create a memorable play experience that will keep your 
players talking for years to come.

prEpArAtion
To run this campaign, you need a copy of Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay. 
Thousand Thrones also references most of the other sourcebooks for WFRP, 
including Old World Bestiary, Realms of Sorcery, Tome of Corruption, Tome of 
Salvation, Realm of the Ice Queen, and Night’s Dark Masters. Owning these 
books will certainly enhance your experience, but they are not explicitly 
necessary for running this campaign.

Unlike other WFRP adventures, such as Paths of the Damned, Terror in 
Talabheim, and Barony of the Damned, it’s not necessary for you to read 
the entire book before you get started. You should at least skim it, paying 
attention to the chapter summaries so you have an idea about what is to 
come, but you only need to prepare one adventure at a time. It’s a good 
idea to keep a notebook or pad of paper handy. Use this to jot down notes 
about what happens during the game sessions, so you can modify later 
sections to account for player choices that occur earlier in the campaign.

tHE iLLusion of cHoicE
No player likes to be led by the nose. Players like to make their own 
decisions about where they go, what they do, and how they do it. In a 
campaign as large as this one, each choice the PCs make adds a layer of 
complexity to future adventures in the book and each complication can be 
at odds with the presumed choices made in earlier instalments. You may 
be tempted to nudge the PCs onto certain paths, to propel them onto a 
certain course of action so you can move along to the next chapter. Don’t 
give in to these temptations. Let the characters draw their own conclusions 
and decide their own actions in the game. Never force the players to abide 
by the story. Part of being a good GM is being able to respond to the 
players’ actions in a way that’s enjoyable for everyone present. If the PCs 
derail a chapter, you may have to do a little work to alter the following 
chapters in such a way that the campaign moves in a logical manner. You 
may even find you have to whip up extra scenarios to fill gaps that develop 
in the game. You can insert any of the published adventures to fill these 
holes, such as Barony of the Damned in between Chapters I and II, or 
Terror in Talabheim between Chapters VII and VIII. Or you can use other, 
smaller scenarios such as “A Brutal Finish,” “Ill Met in Bogenhoffen,” or 
any of the adventures included in Plundered Vaults. In addition, be sure to 
check out the adventures available for free on the Black Industries website, 
blackindustries.com. These scenarios add more depth to the campaign, 
giving the PCs a sense that other things are taking place in the world aside 
from the Crusade and their march toward Kislev.

indEpEndEnt AdVEnturEs
Thousand Thrones is designed to provide a series of connected adventures 
that carry the player character from one side of the Old World to the 
other, exposing them to terrifying forces of wickedness and taking them to 
the brink of madness before the campaign is complete. While this is the 
preferred method, there’s no reason why you couldn’t chop up the chapters 
and run them as stand-alone adventures. With some minor adjustments, 
each adventure can function on its own, allowing you to drop these scenarios 
in between other adventures or work them into a campaign of your own 
making.

cAmpAign synopsis
The Thousand Thrones campaign takes place over a series of nine adventures, 
beginning in the canals of Marienburg and concluding in the watery caves 
beneath the Crags of Shargun. The individual adventures are as follows.

Chapter I: The Call of Chaos
In this introductory adventure, the player characters are hired by one of 
several interested parties to investigate a new mob of fanatics that formed 
literally overnight and left Marienburg bound for Altdorf. Their inquiries 
take them through the decaying sections of this grand city, into the shadowy 
corners of the Templewijk, and to the seedy canals of the Suiddock. Evidence 
eventually reveals that the boy was first found in a remote temple dedicated 
to Stromfels, and it’s clear that the answers lay in this wretched hideout.

Once the PCs deal with the Mutants lurking there, they learn the truth 
about where Karl came from and who was behind the kidnapping attempt 
that prompted the creation of the Crusade in the first place. Back in 
Marienburg, the PCs have to enter and explore the deadly slums and ghettos 
of the Doodkanaal, locate the last cultist, and eventually survive the hazards 
of the sewers to uncover the hidden redoubt of the Nurgle cult. There, after 
a desperate fight with an abomination of Nurgle, the PCs discover that a 
cultist has infiltrated the Crusade to further some dark and sinister plan.

Chapter II: An Unquiet Peace
The next chapter picks up a few days after the PCs have left Marienburg, 
presumably in search of the Crusade. Along the way, they are accosted and 
captured by a group of Blauesblut, who suspect them of being criminals 
and seek the reward the PCs are certain to bring. Escorted to the village of 
Pfeifeldorf, the PCs must wait until their papers or credentials, assuming 
they have them, are verified. While they wait, they are urged to investigate 
some of the recent events surrounding a missing chicken, an apparent 
suicide, and a mysterious blood cult. The adventure proceeds in a manner 
that depends on the characters’ action but ultimately culminates with the 
revelation that the blood cult has nothing to do with Chaos but, in fact, 
centres on a recently restored Blood Dragon Vampire!

Chapter III: The Crusade of the Child
Having survived deadly plots in Pfeifeldorf, the player characters continue 
their pursuit of the Crusade of the Child. As they draw closer, they see 
more and more of the destruction wreaked by the Crusaders, reflected in 
the rubbish left in their wake and in the ruined countryside. After meeting 
a particularly unimpressive priest and surviving an attack by Mutants, the 
PCs are rescued by a group of Wood Elves. The Elves ask the PCs to help 
them scout out the Crusaders’ encampment. Once there, the PCs witness 
first hand the power of the Child and may find themselves serving this 
proclaimed Scion of Sigmar.

By the end of this chapter, the player characters should be finished or 
nearly finished with their first career.

— running A cAmpAign —

fAtE points
To survive from beginning to the end, the PCs will likely need a number 
of Fate Points. In a few places, we recommend granting Fate Points, but for 
most of the campaign, whether or not you should bestow them is up to you.
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Chapter IV: Written in Blood
Having saved or helped save (or maybe even just watched others save) the 
Child, the PCs have earned their place in the Crusade. Abandoned by the 
Wood Elves, the PCs take up guard duty and have a chance to get to know 
the members of the inner circle that protect young Karl. While making 
their way to Altdorf, the PCs are asked to investigate the allegations of a 
Chaos cult working within the ranks of the Crusade and in doing so find 
the corruption riddles the ranks of the mob, going all the way to the top.

Before they have the chance to expose the corruption, the Crusade reaches 
Altdorf. After the Emperor and the Grand Theogonist rebuff Karl, one of 
the boy’s advisors suggests sneaking him into the city. The PCs are asked to 
go along, but their presence is not enough to stop the trap. The advisor gets 
away with the boy, leaving the PCs to fight for their lives.

This betrayal sparks an investigation that takes the characters into the slums 
of Altdorf. Following the leads, they PCs eventually expose the vigilante to 
be a Mutant traitor, find themselves wanted by witch hunters, and make 
important allies along the way. In the end, they are not fast enough to find 
the boy and learn that he’s to be subjected to an awful ritual that would 
transform him into a willing slave of Chaos!

Chapter V: Metamorphosis of Villa Hahn
Hot on the heels of the fleeing Nurgle cultist Tobias, the PCs must brave a 
long journey through the Drakwald to find the Necklace of Unfailing Loyalty, 
a cursed device presumably left in the traitor’s home. The characters arrive 
too late and discover the item is gone. However, in exploring the ruins of the 
old cottage, they acquire the name of Ruprecht, learning Tobias has another 
master, this vile Chaos sorcerer. With some investigation and exploration, 
the PCs eventually come upon the childhood home of the servant of Chaos 
and find a macabre infestation of a Chaos cult called the Eternal Malady. 
Eventually, their persistence pays off and the PCs uncover a hidden temple 
in which the adventure culminates with an epic three-way battle between 
Vampires, cultists, and the PCs.

Chapter VI: Heralds of a New Dawn
Having dealt with Ruprecht’s minions, the Eternal Malady cultists, and 
recovered Karl (or having let the boy slip through their fingers once more), 
the PCs make their way to the Crusader encampment settled in the 
outskirts of Wolfenburg. Like the ruined city, the encampment is in terrible 

shape. The boy’s absence has led to widespread fractures and new power 
groups that each have their own designs for the Crusade. Moreover, the 
shabby condition has enabled more sinister forces to infiltrate the group: 
in particular a Necrarch Vampire Lord who intends to destroy young Karl 
to prove that he himself is the legendary Champion of Darkness. The PCs 
return to the Crusade, navigate the confusing intrigues, and finally thwart 
the Vampire as he makes his move against the young man in the middle of 
a grand performance put on in the boy’s honour.

By the end of this chapter, the PCs should complete their second career.

Chapter VII: Death Do Us Part
Karl goes missing once more, and the PCs are called upon to find him. 
Tracking him to the great city of Talabheim, the characters inadvertently pick 
up the wrong trail and follow the abducted Ahmed south into the haunted 
lands of Sylvania. Finding themselves caught up in a myriad of side-treks, 
false leads, and dynamic environments, the adventurers finally catch up with 
the lad, only to find he’s to wed a dread Vampire countess, who believes her 
ritual will bring forth the terrifying Reign of the Thousand Thrones.

Chapter VIII: The Black Witch
Having run afoul of the Von Carstein Vampires, the PCs discover they have 
been duped and Karl is nowhere near Sylvania. The PCs must race to catch up 
with the boy in Kislev before he falls in the clutches of those who would use 
him for their own nefarious ends. They cross the Empire once more, learning 
that the Crusade has been shattered by infighting and treachery, and that the 
tattered remnants head for Kislev. Although a month behind, the PCs make 
good time and locate what’s left of the Crusade in the tiny village of Zhidovsk, 
discovering no shortage of weirdness and terrible secrets in this place.

Chapter IX: The Womb of the Black Witch
The end approaches. After exploring the village of Zhidovsk, the PCs 
learn Karl went into the Womb of the Black Witch, somewhere at the 
bottom of a foul pool. The PCs must descend into the depths, locate 
the entrance, and explore the endless corridors of the Black Witch’s lair. 
Using the clues presented, the PCs locate the keys to open the doors to 
the Inner Sanctum. They must be quick, for the Witch will conclude her 
ritual in a matter of hours. If she succeeds, the doom of the Empire will 
be at hand.

— EntEr tHE HEroEs —
The nature of this campaign requires a little delicate handling when it 

comes to the player characters. Not only does the campaign require 
a good mix of adventurers, but it also requires a fair bit of work on your 
part to provide the motivation and inspiration, hopefully drawn from these 
pages, to carry the players through to the thrilling conclusion. The biggest 
challenge you will face, though, lies not in keeping all the non-player 
characters straight, or remembering all the minutia about the plot. Instead 
the challenge lies with the player characters. The following tips should help 
guide you and the players in creating an interesting group of heroes that 
have a stake in the outcome of this campaign.

rAcEs
The subject of the Thousand Thrones campaign appears, on the surface, to 
be a story about mankind, concerning itself largely with the future and 
security of the Empire. Karl is believed, by his followers at least, to be 
Scion of Sigmar, the heir of the Empire, and as he makes his way across the 
Empire, he disrupts the fabric of society by uprooting villages, separating 
husbands from wives and parents from children, causing no shortage of 
trouble along the way. While these factors should be of interest to those 
who claim the Empire as their land, these should be troubling to anyone of 
the Old World.

Dwarfs
To Dwarfs, Sigmar is a great hero, the man responsible for the long-lived 
alliance between Man and Dwarf. If you consider how Dwarfs regard their 
ancestors, exalting them and struggling to live up to the memories of those 
who have come before, the appearance of Sigmar in the flesh ought to be 
enough to make a Dwarf at least a little curious. Alternatively, a Dwarf 
might deny the boy’s claim of divine heritage and work to discredit the 
boy and his advisors, seeing the Crusade and the madness surrounding 
it as an abomination. Finally, many Dwarfs live in Human cities and call 
the Empire their home. Seeing it disrupted by some new insane mob of 
deluded Humans could be enough to stir the passions of any Dwarf.

Elves
Elves tend not to concern themselves with the affairs of Mankind unless 
the threat they face extends to all the world, such as in the case of the 
recent Chaos Incursion, the Great War against Chaos, and other times of 
looming disaster. At the start of the campaign, the Crusade of the Child 
poses none of these risks and so it may be a stretch to involve an Elf in 
yet one more example of how Humans are flawed. However, Elves hailing 
from Marienburg may share the fears of the mob, sensing some hidden 
power behind the confusion and upheaval. Such disturbances have a way 
of spinning out of control and an Elf character might be drawn into the 
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plot to monitor developments until the truth of Karl’s heritage can be 
revealed. Another option is to use the Foolish Humans hook described 
in Chapter I. In this case, the Elf PC or PCs work directly for Avatil 
Foamstrider, and their bonds of loyalty to the elder Elf should prove to 
be strong enough to keep these characters involved for the duration.

Halflings
The mercurial Halflings are easily the hardest to incorporate into the Thousand 
Thrones campaign. Sure, they have a stake in the Empire’s future, but they are 
rarely reliable enough or devoted enough to sustain interest in the matter of 
the Crusade for overlong without using some other lure to draw the character 
along. A Halfling whose business was destroyed when the Crusade formed 
or passed through could be enough to drive a slightly mad Halfling to seek 
revenge, or a Halfling might follow the mob to exploit the deluded followers. 
Others might involve themselves in the campaign because friends or former 
comrades were seduced by Karl’s aura, and an uncharacteristic concern impels 
the Halfling adventurer to investigate the Crusade and assess its legitimacy.

Foreigners
Although the action in Thousand Thrones centres on the Empire, the 
effects of the Crusade can ripple across the Old World, influencing the 
lives of people from all over. A Bretonnian knight might find himself 
involved in the storyline after a dire warning given to him by the Lady in 
a vision. Estalians, Tileans, and others might tag along with other invested 
characters, working through the campaign out of loyalty to their fellows. 
Then again, it’s possible that a relative, lover, or friend fell under Karl’s 
influence and picked up and joined the mob against all common sense.

pArty composition
More than race and nationality, the biggest challenge you will face when 
it comes to your players is in the party’s composition. The randomised 
method of character generation can create dynamic groups of disparate 
adventurers that engender excellent opportunities for characterisation. 
However, the standard methods for creating characters can result in 
lopsided parties, with some “roles” being represented by more than one 
character to the detriment of the group’s ability to handle the challenges 
they are bound to face. The following information should help you make 
the best decision for your particular group.

rAndom mEtHod
There’s little in WFRP more fun than rolling on the great career table to 
see what wretch or hero you’ll wind up playing. With nearly equal chances 
of playing a noble or a charcoal-burner, a party built from completely 
random career results makes for an interesting mix of heroes that can create 
exciting party interrelations. If you choose to use the standard methods of 
character creation set out in WFRP, encourage the players to come up with 
the reasons why they’re working together. Place the burden of their back-
story on them; by doing so, the players will have more reason to cooperate 
and therefore derive greater enjoyment out of the campaign. If they need 
help, it’s recommended that you use the In the Service of Sigmar hook in 
Chapter I to provide a solid reason for their unusual mix.

pArty roLE mEtHod
Any examination of the careers in WFRP reveals that there are 
several “roles” or concepts that underpin the various starting careers. 
Most careers fit within one of the following broad ideas: Academics, 
Commoners, Criminals, Rangers, and Warriors. An ideal group for any 
lengthy campaign has the players each fill a different niche within the 
group, thus enabling each player to have a clear responsibility and place 
within the campaign as it develops.

As an optional rule, have the players each pick one of the roles. Avoid 
duplication unless all the roles are accounted for. Once the players have 
their roles selected, they gain their starting career by rolling 1d100 on the 
following tables.

Academics
Academics include any character that has the benefit of formal education 
or training. Examples include initiates, apprentice wizards, and nobles.

Commoners
The salt of the earth, commoners bear the burden of doing all of the dirty 
work required to keep society functioning. Such characters include valets, 
servants, and entertainers.

Criminals
Beholden to no laws, criminals operate outside the bounds of society. These 
characters include thieves, agitators, and outlaws.

Rangers
Rangers are rustic types that live or work in the wilderness. Common 
“ranger” careers include charcoal-burners, hunters, and woodsmen.

Warriors
The last role archetype covers all the martial characters—those careers 
that reflect some formal training with arms or characters whose primary 
function is killing. Examples include the marine, soldier, and mercenary.

pLAyEr cHoicE mEtHod
Of course, you could just let the players select their race and careers. Doing so 
could lead to an inordinate number of troll slayers, apprentice wizards, and pit 
fighters, but then Thousand Thrones is a campaign of sweeping proportions, 
and to survive the players may need every advantage they can get.

rEpLAcEmEnt cHArActErs
A reality of the WFRP game is that characters die. The Old World is perilous 
and enemies lay in wait on all sides, from common thugs and cruel cultists to 
the vicious rampaging Orcs and appalling shuffling dead. Thousand Thrones is 
no different and death awaits the incautious, the reckless, and foolish.

Character death is a tricky problem in RPGs. On the one hand, as GM, it’s 
your responsibility to create a fair environment that’s true to the setting, 
but on the other, you don’t want your game table filled with crumpled 
character sheets and dejected or frustrated players. A character, especially 
one played for several sessions, is key to retaining the player’s interest in 
the game. Taking away a developed character is not only disappointing, 
but it forces the player to scramble to come up with a new personality, a 
new motivation, and way to fit in with the rest of the group. Each time a 
player’s character dies, it becomes harder for that player to scrounge up the 
interest in portraying an interesting persona. 

The adventures in the following pages are challenging, but they need not 
be fatal. To avoid turning this campaign into a graveyard of dead PCs, be 
aware of the party’s strengths and capabilities and tailor combat encounters 
to them, making adjustments to retain the challenge but not at the expense 
of the fun.

Should a character die—and some will—you must figure out how to bring 
in a replacement character that would have the same degree of interest and 
conviction to hook them without being clichéd or heavy-handed. Luckily, 
the Crusade is an excellent place to breed replacement PCs, since it attracts 
a broad spectrum of people from all walks of life. In chapters where the 
PCs are away from the mob, you should incorporate the threat or effects 
of Karl’s mob into any replacement character’s background as a way of 
ensuring the new character is properly invested in the storyline.

tAking tHE EdgE off dEAtH
Since character death does happen, one way to retain interest for PCs is to 
grant the player additional benefits when they bring in their new character. 
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The nature of the reward sh0uld be tailored to the player and the nature 
in which he lost his previous character. Good options include giving the 
character a superior piece of equipment or an extra advance. You could give 
the player story benefits as well in the forms of contacts, allies, minions, and 
so on.

Many GMs require replacement characters to create new ones with no 
experience points. While this is fine for early chapters, this strategy can 
be disastrous for later episodes. Replacement PCs should have experience 
depending on the chapter you’re running. Use the guidelines described on 
Table 0–6: Replacement Characters and Experience.

tHE tHousAnd tHronEs
Once the players have all generated their characters, the last thing you need 
to decide is how and why they are in Marienburg when the campaign begins. 
Suggestions for various adventure hooks are described in Chapter I. Choose 
your hook wisely based on your players’ preferences and styles. Use a more 
heavy-handed hook if the characters are apt not to undertake missions on 
their own, or a looser hook if the characters are constantly getting themselves 
into trouble. Whatever you decide, we can promise the Thousand Thrones 
campaign will be unlike any other adventure you will undertake!

tABLE 0–1: AcAdEmic cArEErs

Career Dwarf Elf Halfling Human

Apprentice Wizard — 01–28 — 01–18

Barber-Surgeon — — 01–33 19–27

Envoy — 29–56 — —

Initiate — — — 28–45

Noble 01–33 — — 46–64

Scribe 34–66 57–80 — 65–82

Student 67–00 80–00 34–00 83–00

tABLE 0–2: commonEr cArEErs

Career Dwarf Elf Halfling Human

Bailiff — — — 01–04

Burgher 01–15 — 01–07 05–11

Bone Picker — — 08–10 12–19

Camp Follower — — 11–17 20–27

Entertainer 16–26 01–40 18–28 28–35

Ferryman — — 29–31 36–39

Fisherman — — 32–34 40–47

Hedge Wizard — — — 48–51

Jailor 27–41 — — 52–55

Miner 42–62 — — 56–63

Peasant — — 35–55 64–71

Rat Catcher 63–77 — 56–58 72–79

Servant 78–85 — 59–75 80–87

Tradesman 86–00 41–00 76–93 88–94

Valet — — 94–00 95–00

tABLE 0–3: criminAL cArEErs
Career Dwarf Elf Halfling Human

Agitator 01–11 — 01–11 01–11
Grave Robber — — 12–21 12–22

Outlaw 12–27 01–33 22–31 23–33
Protagonist 28–50 — — 34–44

Rogue — 34–66 32–50 45–56
Smuggler 51–67 — 51–60 57–67

Thief 68–84 67–00 61–82 68–78
Thug — — — 79–89

Tomb Robber 85–00 — 83–00 90–00

tABLE 0–4: rAngEr cArEErs
Career Dwarf Elf Halfling Human

Boatman — — — 01–08
Bounty Hunter — — 01–08 09–16

Charcoal-Burner — — 09–21 17–24
Coachman 01–24 — — 25–31

Fieldwarden — — 22–34 —
Hunter 25–39 01–20 35–55 32–39

Kithband Warrior — 21–37 — —
Messenger — 38–52 56–77 40–47
Outrider — 53–67 — 48–54

Roadwarden — — — 55–61
Runebearer 40–71 — — —

Seaman 72–80 68–82 — 62–68
Squire — — — 69–75

Toll Keeper 81–00 — 78–85 76–83
Vagabond — 83–00 86–00 84–91

Woodsman — — — 92–00

tABLE 0–5: WArrior cArEErs
Career Dwarf Elf Halfling Human

Bodyguard 01–13 — — 01–11
Estalian Diestro — — — 12–14
Kislevite Kossar — — — 15–17

Marine 14–17 — — 18–28
Mercenary 18–35 01–00 01–25 29–39
Militiaman 36–47 — 26–50 40–53

Norse Berserker — — — 54–56
Pit Fighter 48–63 — — 57–67

Shieldbreaker 64–75 — — —
Soldier 76–83 — 51–75 68–78

Troll Slayer 84–94 — — —
Watchman 95–00 — 76–00 79–89

Zealot — — — 90–00

tABLE 0–6:  
rEpLAcEmEnt cHArActErs & EXpEriEncE

Chapter Experience

One 0
Two 300

Three 600
Four 900
Five 1,200
Six 1,500

Seven 1,800
Eight 2,100
Nine 2,400
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Chapter I: The Call of Chaos

cHAptEr i:  
tHE cALL of cHAos

cHAptEr i: 
tHE cALL of cHAos

cHAptEr i:  
tHE cALL of cHAos

“All this talk about rights, commerce, and liberty... it’s nonsense. Such twaddle is just another mask for Human greed 
and his willingness to betray his fellows. Marienburgers? Honourless bastards, every one.”

—otHrun kArLikson, dWArf pit figHtEr

By Simon Crowe, Adam Flynn, and Robert J. Schwalb

The Thousand Thrones campaign opens in Marienburg, the only city 
to successfully break from the Empire. Marienburg is unlike any 

other city in the Old World in that here, a man is judged by his wit and 
innovation and not the circumstances of his birth. Here, a lowly peasant, 
through hard work and determination can rise above his wretched state 
and become something more. Such opportunity does not come without its 
risks, for just as men can reach great heights of power, so too can they fall 
into the bowels of squalor. For every commoner that escapes poverty, there 
are a dozen more crushed under the heels of the rich and powerful. Some 
are just dirty peasants, whilst others may be disgraced nobles, fallen priests, 
and a motley assortment of other folks from all castes, origins, and nations. 
Indeed, this city is one of new beginnings—but also of endings, a fact 
reflected in Chapter I of this grand campaign.

AdVEnturE BAckground 
Seven years ago, a band of witch hunters tracked down a cult of 
Stromfels—a deity oft-speculated to be a twisted interpretation of 
Manann—and purged the place of their wickedness, putting them to the 
sword and torch. It was amidst the violence and death that the hunters 
found a beautiful baby, the merest glance of whom could stir the heart 
and instil feelings of loyalty and duty. Those who beheld the Child felt 
a powerful compulsion to shelter the infant from harm and go to great 
lengths to safeguard the Child. Burdened by such admiration and fear 
for the babe, the witch hunters believed the cult had terrible intentions 
toward the Child and that it fell to them to protect him. And so it was 
that the witch hunters bundled up the young one and spirited him away to 
Marienburg’s Shallyan orphanage.

The Abbess who governed the institution accepted the Child at first, 
but being filled with the wisdom of her mistress, she peered through the 
Child’s charm and deemed that something was wrong with the baby—
dreadfully wrong. Fearing the effect it would have on her and the other 
priestesses, whom she believed shared her resolve, she deemed it would be 
best to return the Child to the witch hunters to attend to as they would 
any Mutant. The Abbess entrusted this deed to her most loyal and devout 
follower, but even with her great wisdom, she could not anticipate the 
extent of the Child’s power to influence. The priestess who was to deliver 

the babe found that she could not, for she knew what it meant if the 
baby were to be handed over to Sigmar’s servants. She could not in good 
conscience turn over such a sweet child, such an innocent, whose flesh was 
pure and whose spirit must be clean. She returned, her mission unfulfilled, 
and hid the Child, with the help of other sisters who shared her zeal, in a 
secret room beneath the notice of the Abbess.

Over the next few years, the Child, whom the sisters came to call 
Karl, grew. So too did his power and influence. To those gifted with 
Witchsight, Karl shone like a beacon, a pillar of holy light filled with some 
otherworldly presence. So brightly did the boy glow that he began to 
attract the attention of other, less honourable men, even though the boy 
was securely hidden within the orphanage. One man in particular, a vile 
Chaos sorcerer named Ruprecht, saw much promise in the boy. Long had 
Ruprecht despised the Empire and its people, and he craved the chance to 
bring it to its knees and discard the tired notions of Sigmar in favour of 
worshipping the true Gods, specifically Nurgle.

Ruprecht, through his divinations, identified young Karl’s powers and saw 
in them the potential to topple the Empire. Ruprecht knew that the boy’s 
influence would draw weak-minded mortals to him. In time he could 
foment a rebellion in the Empire that would ultimately see the boy placed 
on Karl-Franz’s throne. Ruprecht would lurk in the shadows, offering 
guidance to refashion the Empire in the Unclean One’s foetid image.

A lucid man might have abandoned the plan in the face of the Empire’s 
sheer power, but not Ruprecht. In light of the recent Chaos incursion and 
all the mysticism that surrounded the great hero Valten (whom certain 
fringe groups of fanatics and zealots claimed was Sigmar reborn) Ruprecht 
believed the Empire’s people were ripe for the taking, eager for some divine 
sign to usher them through the hard times that have followed since the last 
war and prepare the way for a grand future. The boy, this Karl, would be 
the living symbol of the Empire’s hope and with his “gift,” there was no 
chance Ruprecht could fail.

Ruprecht, then, needed the Child, and quickly. Having once spent time in 
Marienburg as a member of a secretive Nurgle cult, he called in his favours 
and used his allies in the city to kidnap the boy. When they had the lad, 
they were to brand his chest with the sign of the twin-tailed comet and 
then escort the boy to the sorcerer’s tower in the heart of Troll Country. 
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